Abstract. The aim of this paper is to investigate real partially ordered linear topological spaces in which directed sets admit a supremum in their closure. In particular, we point out that this property is intimately related to the normality of the ordering cone and also to the Scott continuity of functionals belonging to the nonnegative polar of the ordering cone.
Introduction and Preliminaries
Throughout this paper (E, τ ) will be a linear topological space over the field R of real numbers. For every x ∈ E, we denote by V(x) the family of all neighborhoods of x (actually, τ being a linear topology, we have V(x) = x + V(0 E ), where 0 E stands for the zero-element of E). As usual, E stands for the topological dual of E. By w := σ(X, X ) we mean the weak topology of E. For any subset A of E, we denote by cl A (resp. int A) the closure (resp. interior) of A with respect to τ , and by w-cl A the closure of A with respect to w.
In the sequel, the linear topological space E will be partially ordered by a convex cone C (i.e., ∅ = C = R + C = C + C), which is throughout assumed to be closed and proper (i.e., {0 E } = C = cl C = E). As usual, the partial ordering (i.e., reflexive and transitive) relation is defined by:
Recall that C is said to be pointed if (C) := C ∩ (−C) = {0 E }. Obviously, C is pointed if and only if relation C is antisymmetric.
The polarity associated to C (cf. [9] ) is the mapping [ · ] C : 2 E → 2 E , which assigns to each subset A of E the (closed convex) set
[A] C := x∈A (x + C) = {y ∈ E | ∀ x ∈ A, x C y} The second claimed equality may be proved by a similar argument.
Remark 1.4. If C is pointed then, for any A ⊂ E, each of the sets IMax A and IMin A is either empty or it reduces to a singleton.
We say that a subset A of E admits a supremum (resp. infimum) if IMin[A] C (resp. IMax[A] −C ) has cardinality one; in this case, the single element of IMin[A] C (resp. IMax[A] −C ), the so-called supremum (resp. infimum) of A, will be denoted by sup A (resp. inf A).
Remark 1.5. By Proposition 1.3, we can easily conclude that if at least one subset A of E admits a supremum or an infimum, then C is pointed.
A subset A of E is said to be upper bounded (resp. lower bounded
; it is called order-bounded if it is both upper bounded and lower bounded. As usual (see e.g. [12] ), A is said to be bounded (with respect to τ ) if it is absorbed by every neighborhood of the origin, i.e., for every V ∈ V(0 E ), there exists
t ∈ ]0, +∞[ such that A ⊂ tV . As shown below, the relationship between orderboundedness and usual (topological) boundedness may be established in terms of nonemptiness of the interior and normality of the ordering cone. Lemma 1.6. If C has nonempty interior, then every bounded subset of E is orderbounded.
Proof. Let A be a bounded subset of E. Pick an arbitrary e ∈ int C. Then e − C ∈ V(0 E ) and −e + C ∈ V(0 E ). Since A is bounded, there exist s, t > 0 such that A ⊂ s(e − C) and A ⊂ t(−e + C), i.e., A ⊂ (−te + C) ∩ (se − C), which shows that A is order-bounded.
Recall (see e.g. [15] or [11] ) that C is called normal if 0 E admits a neighborhood basis consisting of full sets, i.e., for every V ∈ V(0 E ) there exists U ∈ V(0 E ) such Recall (see for instance [15] ) that (E, C ) is said to be a lattice if every nonempty finite subset of E admits a supremum and an infimum. According to Remark 1.5,
if (E, C ) is a lattice, C is understood to be pointed. A lattice (E, C ) is said to be conditionally complete (see e.g. [3] ) if every nonempty upper bounded subset of E admits a supremum (or, equivalently, if every nonempty lower bounded subset of E admits an infimum).
A subset A of E is called directed if for all x, y ∈ A, there exists z ∈ A such that x C z and y C z. Obviously, the empty set is directed; the space E itself is directed if and only if E = C − C, i.e., C is reproducing (see e.g. [13] ). Note that C is reproducing whenever (E, C ) is a lattice or int C is nonempty, these two conditions being independent even in Banach spaces (see e.g. [4] ).
The following class of sets will play a central role in the sequel:
Since the ordering cone C was assumed to be proper, it is understood that ∅ / ∈ D(E)
and E / ∈ D(E) (even if C is reproducing). Note also that, in view of Remark 1.4, if
C is pointed then we have D(E) = {A ⊂ E | A is directed and admits a supremum}.
In particular, if (E, C ) is a conditionally complete lattice, then D(E) = {A ⊂ E | A is nonempty, directed and upper bounded}.
The principal aim of our paper is to investigate partially ordered linear topological spaces in which the following property holds:
The following example shows that property (1) may fail even in Euclidean spaces, if they are ordered by certain closed convex proper cones. Example 1.9. Let E := R 2 be the 2-dimensional Euclidean space, partially ordered by the (non pointed) closed convex cone C := R + × R. Consider the set
It is easily seen that A ∈ D(E). 
In particular, if (E, C ) is a conditionally complete lattice, property (2) means that sup A ∈ cl A for every nonempty directed upper bounded subset A of E.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we investigate the relationship between polarities and topological closures of upward sets. In particular, we point out that condition IMin[A] C ∩ cl A = ∅ in (1) means that cl A has at least one ideal maximal point. Then, we present our main results in Section 3. On one hand, we give a characterization of property (2) 
Polarities and closures of downward sets
We begin this section by pointing out some links between polarities and topological closures.
Proposition 2.1. The following assertions hold for any subsets A, B of E:
On the other hand, there exists a ∈ cl A such that b / ∈ a + C. The cone C being closed, the set a + C is closed too, hence we can find a neighborhood V ∈ V( b)
Then, by taking into account (3), we infer (iii) The conclusion follows by (ii) letting B := cl A.
Also known as sets possessing the free disposal property in the sense of Debreu [8] , these sets play an important role in many fields of pure and applied mathematics (see e.g.
[2]- [5] or [16] and references therein). In particular, in vector optimization, the study of Pareto maximal (resp. minimal) points of any set A may be reduced to that of a downward (resp. upward) set. More precisely, we have Max A = Max(A − C)
and Min A = Min(A + C). In concern with downward sets, we have the following results.
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 we have:
Proposition 2.3. The closure of any downward set is downward, too.
In order to prove the converse inclusion, let x ∈ cl(A − C) − C. Then, we can write x = y 0 − c 0 for some y 0 ∈ cl(A − C) and c 0 ∈ C.
Suppose to the contrary that x / ∈ cl(A−C). Then we can choose V ∈ V(x) such that
contradicting the choice of V . 
Corollary 2.4. For any subsets
The following result shows that condition (
means that cl A has at least one ideal maximal point.
Theorem 2.7. For any subset A of E we have
Proof. Let us firstly note that, by Proposition 2.1, we have
On the other hand, by Lemma 1.1, we have
We conclude by combining (4) and (5).
Remark 2.8. Similar formulae to those presented in the previous result may be derived for A − C. Indeed, by Theorem 2.7 we get
which can be rewritten, thanks to Proposition 2.2, as
, by Theorem 2.7 and (6), we can deduce that
The following result provides a sufficient condition in order to get equality in (7).
Theorem 2.9. If C is normal, then IMax cl (A − C) = IMax cl A for every subset A of E.
Proof. Let x ∈ IMax cl(A−C). Since A−C is downward, by virtue of Proposition 2.3 we have cl(
Consequently, we have cl A ⊂ x − C. Thus, in order to prove that x ∈ IMax cl A, it suffices to prove that x ∈ cl A. Suppose to the contrary that x / ∈ cl A. Since C is normal, we can find V ∈ V( x) such that (V − C) ∩ (V + C) = V and V ∩ A = ∅.
Recalling that x ∈ cl(A − C), it follows that V ∩ (A − C) = ∅. Let x 0 ∈ V ∩ (A − C).
Then x 0 = a 0 − c 0 for some a 0 ∈ A and c 0 ∈ C. Recalling that cl A ⊂ x − C, we deduce that a 0 = x 0 + c 0 ∈ x 0 + C and a 0 ∈ A ⊂ x − C. Taking into account that both x 0 and x belong to V , we infer a 0 ∈ (
Thus we have IMax cl (A − C) ⊂ IMax cl A. The converse inclusion also holds, as
we have already seen, by (7).
Remark 2.10. In view of Remark 1.8, the conclusion of Theorem 2.9 is true whenever E is a finite-dimensional linear topological Hausdorff space and the closed convex cone C is pointed. Note also that the hypothesis of normality is essential in Theorem 2.9, as shown by the following example. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.7 and Theorem 2.9 we can deduce that
As mentioned in Remark 1.8, the cone C is pointed, hence IMin [A] C = {sup A} and
completing the proof.
The following result, which will be useful in the next section, concerns directed (downward) sets.
Proposition 2.13. If A is a directed subset of E, then the following assertions hold:
(ii) A − C is convex;
Since A is directed, there exists z ∈ A ⊂ A − C such that x C x + c C z and
(ii) Let x, y ∈ A − C and t ∈ [0, 1]. Then there exist a, a ∈ A and c, c ∈ C such that x = a − c and y = a − c . Since A is directed, we can find a point b ∈ A such that a, a ∈ b − C. As C is convex, b − C is convex, too. Thus, (1 − t)a + ta ∈ b − C.
Consequently, we have (
(iii) We have already mentioned that IMax A ⊂ Max A. Conversely, let x ∈ Max A. Consider an arbitrary a ∈ A. Since A is directed, we can find some b ∈ A such that x C b and a C b. Given that x ∈ Max A, it follows that b C x, hence
Remark 2.14. It is easily seen that a subset A of E is directed whenever A − C is directed. However, the convexity of A − C does not imply the convexity of A.
For concluding this section, we recall that the nonnegative polar cone (also known as dual cone) of C is the convex cone defined by
where E denotes the topological dual of E. It is well understood that a linear continuous functional, ξ : E → R, belongs to C + if and only if ξ(x) ≤ ξ(y) for all x, y ∈ E such that x C y, i.e., ξ is isotone with respect to C and the usual ordering ≤ from R.
Corollary 2.15. For any subset A of E, we have
Proof. Firstly remark that
since the null functional belongs to C + . Now, let us prove that
Let x 0 ∈ IMax cl A and let ξ ∈ C + . Then y C x 0 , for all y ∈ cl A and x
The conclusion follows by (8), (9) and Theorem 2.7.
Main results
For all ξ ∈ E and a ∈ R, let us denote
Obviously, H ξ,α is a closed hyperplane and H As a straightforward consequence of Proposition 3.2 we obtain the following result.
Corollary 3.3. Assume that C is pointed and sup
Theorem 3.4. Assume that E is a locally convex Hausdorff space and that C is normal. Let A ∈ D(E). Then, the following assertions are equivalent:
(ii) For all ξ ∈ C + and α ∈ R for which sup
Proof. In view of Remark 1.8, the cone C is pointed, hence implication (i) ⇒ (ii) follows by Corollary 3.3.
Conversely, assume that (ii) holds and suppose to the contrary that sup A / ∈ cl A. 
Consider the set
Let us prove that ξ ∈ C + . To this end, let c ∈ C be arbitrarily chosen. By (10) it follows that, for all a ∈ A and t ∈ ]0, +∞[, we have ξ(a − tc) < ξ(sup A 0 ), i.e.,
The second inequality in (10) shows that sup A 0 ∈ H > ξ,α . By assumption (ii) we can conclude that A 0 ∩ H > ξ,α = ∅, which contradicts the first inequality in (10) . Recall (see for instance [10] or [3] ) that a set U ⊂ E in a conditionally complete lattice (E, C ) is said to be Scott open (open for the Scott topology of E) if U is upward and for every A ∈ D(E) such that sup A ∈ U we have A ∩ U = ∅. A function f : E → R is called Scott continuous if it is continuous with respect to the Scott topologies of the conditionally complete lattices (E, C ) and (R, ≤). Proposition 3.6. Assume that E is a conditionally complete lattice. Then, for every ξ ∈ C + , the following assertions are equivalent:
Proof. Obviously, ξ −1 (T ) ⊂ ξ −1 (T )+C. To prove the converse inclusion, let y ∈ ξ −1 (T )+C.
Then, for some x ∈ ξ −1 (T ) and c ∈ C, we have y = x + c. Since ξ ∈ C + , we have ξ(y) = ξ(x + c) = ξ(x) + ξ(c) ∈ T + R + = T , which shows that y ∈ ξ −1 (T ). Hence
We conclude that ξ is Scott continuous.
The following result gives a characterization of property (2) in terms of Scott continuity of functionals belonging to the nonnegative polar of the ordering cone.
Corollary 3.7. If E is a conditionally complete lattice, then the following assertions are equivalent:
(ii) Each ξ ∈ C + is Scott continuous.
Proof. Directly follows by Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.6.
A first class of partially ordered linear topological spaces satisfying property (2) is emphasized by the next result.
Theorem 3.8. Assume that E is a reflexive Banach space and C is normal with nonempty interior. Then sup A ∈ cl A for all A ∈ D(E).
Proof. Let A ∈ D(E). According to Corollary 2.12, it suffices to show that
Let us firstly show that cl (A − C) is directed. To this end, let x, y ∈ cl (A − C).
Then, there exist two sequences (x n ) and (y n ) in A − C which converge to x and y, respectively. Given that A is directed, A − C is also directed, as shown by Proposition 2.13. Thus, for every n ∈ N we can find a point z n ∈ A − C such that x n C z n and y n C z n . The sequences (x n ) and (y n ) being bounded, the set n∈N {x n , y n } is bounded, too. Recalling that int C = ∅, the set n∈N {x n , y n } is also order-bounded, according to Remark 1.8. Thus, there exists v ∈ E such that v C x n and v C y n , hence v C z n , for all n ∈ N. Obviously, the set We firstly show that cl (A − C) is directed. Let x, y ∈ cl (A − C). Since 0 E has a countable basis of neighborhoods, there exists two sequences (x n ) and (y n )
in A − C converging to x and y, respectively. Since A is directed, by Proposition 2.13 it follows that A − C is directed. Thus, we can find a sequence (z n ) in A − C such that x n ≤ C z n and y n ≤ C z n for all n ∈ N. On the other hand, the set A − C being directed, for each n ∈ N we can choose an upper bound u n ∈ A − C of the finite set {z 1 , z 2 , ..., z n }. Recalling that (E, C ) is a lattice, we can define, for every
Note that, by construction, the sequence (v n ) is increasing,
i.e., v n C v n+1 for all n ∈ N (indeed, v n+1 is an upper bound of {z 1 , ..., z n }, hence sup{z 1 , ..., z n } C v n+1 ). Note also that the sequence (v n ) is upper bounded, since A − C is upper bounded (indeed, recalling that A ∈ D(E), by Proposition 2.2 we
we infer that (v n ) converges to v := sup{v n | n ∈ N} ∈ cl (A − C). Remark that x n C z n C v n C v and y n C z n C v n C v for all n ∈ N. Taking into account that C is closed and recalling that (x n ) and (y n ) converge to x and y, respectively, i.e., IMax cl (A − C), is nonempty. We conclude that sup(A − C) ∈ cl (A − C), by using Theorem 2.7.
Remark 3.11. By the proofs of Theorems 3.8 and 3.10, it follows that, under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.8, and also under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.10 (even without normality of C), the set cl (A − C) is directed whenever A ∈ D(E). Consequently, the closure of every downward set A ∈ D(E) is directed.
Conclusions
The aim of this paper was to study the class of those partially ordered linear topological vector spaces in which property (2) holds. Corollary 3.7 shows that a conditionally complete lattice belongs to this class if and only if all functionals from to the nonnegative polar of the ordering cone are Scott continuous, and both such as normality or Daniell property. We also hope that our study will find some other interesting applications, since directed sets and Scott topologies are nowadays intensively studied in many mathematical and theoretical computer science papers. 
